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Did you hear about South Carolina’s “Solar Revolution?” 

That Boeing plant in North Charleston uses a huge amount of electricity every day. And 

they save over $100,000 a year just by tiling their roof in solar panels.  

Stores, malls, homes, hotels… if you haven’t noticed the growth of solar all over the state, 

you will soon.  

Probably because the federal government gives you a credit for 30% off all solar panels. 

On top of that, the state of SC gives you another 25% off. 

That’s a 55% discount before you even get to the table. (Try getting that from your current 

electricity company...)  

Plus there’s the infinite benefit of saving money every year off your electricity bill forever. So 

instead of paying $2,000-$3,000 /year to Big Electric, that money stays smartly in your 

pocket. 

Interested? Follow here → How to permanently slash your electricity bill… forever. 
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Here’s the easiest way on earth you can save money: 

1. Get some solar panels (thanks to the government, they’re 55% off) 

2. Get them installed (Free) 

3. Watch your energy bill plummet by 90% - 100% per year (You’re Welcome.) 

Most people don’t realize how insanely efficient solar panels have become over the past 

few years. Thanks to big government subsidies, you can keep your entire house lit up and 

warm for pennies on the dollar.  

While everyone else is shelling out their savings to an electricity company that is steadily 

raising its prices by 2.2% every single year, you can rest easy and soak up all the electricity 

you could ever need, for free, right out of thin air.  

Solar panels can now energize your house at night, during power outages, even when it’s 

cloudy for weeks at a time.  

Smart home owners all over the nation are taking a closer look at solar panels – there’s a 

good reason installs have DOUBLED every year for the past 8.  

Plus you could qualify for a clean energy loan, and pay it back in chunks that are LESS 

than you’re paying for electricity right now. 

Imagine that… a loan that pays you.  

Learn more by clicking here: The Penny-Pincher’s Guide To Beating Your Electricity Co. 
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Did you know South Carolina’s power companies jack up your rates 2.2% every year? 

What if you didn’t have cut them a check every month – and you could still keep the lights 

on? 

Basically, you’d never have to worry about blasting the AC or running up your electricity bill 

ever again. 

Most people don’t realize how incredibly efficient (and CHEAP) solar energy has gotten just 

over the past decade. It’s not just for Hollywood hipsters and vegan millionaires anymore. 

While coal and gas are stagnating, the science behind solar has been progressing in leaps 

and bounds. 

No matter the weather, or where your house is, solar power makes your power costs drop 

dramatically every year. 

And with your new solar panels, the Department of Environmental Protection gives you a 

healthy cash rebate. 

On top of that, both the state of SC and the federal government give you a tax credit for a 

combined 55% discount off your solar panels. Not a bad place to start.  

If you like saving money, this is a no-brainer. Suddenly it becomes crazy NOT to get 

onboard, seeing as they pay for themselves in just 1 year. Then it’s free money from then 

onward. 

Follow here to learn more → Ditch Your Electricity Company Forever (While Saving $$) 

 


